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Renaissance Mathematics Conference 
Keble College Oxford, September 27-30, 1984 
An International Conference on Renaissance Mathematics was held at Keble 
College Oxford, September 27-30, 1984, organized by the Open University, the 
British Society for the History of Mathematics, and the SociCtC francaise d’his- 
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tolre des sciences et des techniques, with financial support from the London 
Mlithematical Society, the Royal Society, the Open University, the Soci&C fran- 
qa.se d’histoire des sciences et des techniques, the European Educational Re- 
search Trust, and an anonymous donor. Approximately 60 people attended this 
conference. Participants came from Australia, Britain, Denmark, France, Ger- 
mrmy, Holland, Italy, Norway, Switzerland, and the United States. 
The conference was in part a celebration of the quincentenary of the appearance 
of the Triparty of Nicolas Chuquet, and a number of papers were concerned with 
Chuquet’s achievements. Reverend Graham Flegg of the Open University opened 
thr: conference with a paper on “Chuquet-An Introduction.” Dr. Jacques Se- 
sijlno of the ficole Polytechnique FCdCrale de Lausanne spoke on “Chuquet’s 
Triparty and the ProvenGal Mathematical Tradition.” Professor Guy Beaujouan of 
th: I?cole pratique des hautes studes, Sorbonne, spoke on “La place de Chuquet 
dans une typologie de arithmetique franqaise du XVe si&zle.” M. Paul Benoit of 
th: University of Paris discussed “L’arithmCtique commerciale de Nicolas Chu- 
q1 et.” Mrs. Barbara Moss of the Open University Research Team on Chuquet 
spoke on “Chuquet’s Mathematical Executor: Could Estienne de la Roche Have 
Changed the History of Algebra ?” Also included were papers by Dr. Jean Cas- 
sinet, University of Toulouse, on “Le premier livre d’arithmetique de Francisco 
Maurolico (1557)“; M. HervcZ L’Huillier on “Approximations et simplifications 
dqns l’extraction de la racine cubique de Leonardo Fibonacci B Cardan”; Dr. 
Warren van Egmond of the Institut fi.ir Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, 
University of Munich, on “How Algebra Came to France.” 
In workshop papers, Professor Gerald Whitrow of Imperial College London 
afiked, “Why Did Mathematics Begin to Take Off in the 16th Century?” Mrs. 
Muriel Seltman raised the question “Descartes’ Regulue: A Revolution in Alge- 
basic Symbolism?” Mr. Philip Sanders discussed “The Platonic Polyhedra: Sym- 
bolic and Literal Interpretations of Their Role in the Timaeus.” 
De George Molland of the University of Aberdeen spoke on “Henry Cornelius 
A;;rippa’s Mathematical Magic.” Professor L. Toti Rigatelli and Professor R. 
Franci of the Centro Studi della Matematica Medioevale of the University of 
Siena discussed Italian algebra of the 14th century on the basis of their study of 
Ibilian manuscripts. Dr. J. V. Field of the Science Museum, London, spoke on 
“Perspective and the Mathematicians: Alberti to Desargues.” Professor Ivo 
St:hneider of the Institut fiir Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften. University of 
Munich, spoke on “The Market Place and Games of Chance in the 15th and 16th 
Ci:nturies.” Dr. David Singmaster of the Polytechnic of the South Bank discussed 
recreational mathematics. Dr. K. van Berkel of the Open University in Holland 
sr’oke on Rudolph Snellius. Dr. Cynthia Hay of the Open University asked, “Is 
Tlanslation Betrayal in the History of Mathematics?” Mr. S. A. Jaywardene, 
formerly of the Science Museum, London, told the Conference of his work on 
“~ienaissance Mathematics (and Astronomy) in Boncampagni’s Bullettino di hib- 
lic*gra& e di stork dellu scienze matematiche e jsiche ( 1868- 1887). ” 
The Proceedings of the Conference are to be published by Oxford University 
PI ess. 
